The combined effect of blast and impact loading against protective structures is still not fully understood. In this paper, the motivation is to investigate the combined effect of pressure and fragment loading on steel plates. To simplify the approach, it is assumed that the fragments strike and perforate the flexible target before the pressure load arrives. These perforations are idealized as pre-formed holes of generalized shapes in thin, ductile Docol 600DL steel plates, which are then subjected to controlled pressure pulses in the laboratory. The tests were carried out in a Pulse Pressure Loading Rig, and two different pressure levels were applied for each plate design. After the tests, the deflections caused by the pressure pulses were measured. Even though the plates were much deformed in some of the tests, no sign of failure was observed. Based on a number of material tests, the parameters in the modified Johnson-Cook constitutive relation were identified. Several sets of non-linear finite element simulations of the pressure loading process were then conducted. The agreement between standard Lagrangian simulations and the experimental results was in general good, but the simulations failed to give an accurate description of the deflection around the pre-formed holes. Fully coupled FSI simulations of the experimental tests were then carried out and these simulations demonstrate significant spatial variation of the pressure load. The FSI simulations also showed that this spatial variation of the pressure load influence the deflection profile, especially in the vicinity of the holes.
Introduction
Design and validation of structures against blast loads are important for modern society in order to protect and secure its citizens. Under such situations the combined effect of blast pressure and fragments impact on structures is assumed to be more severe than the effects of the blast wave or the fragments alone, particularly for close-range external explosions [1] [2] .
Nevertheless, the standard design methodology today is that these threats are treated independently of each other [3] . This paper is part of a larger research project where the main objective is to investigate the effects of combined blast pressure and fragment impact on thin, ductile steel plates, as virtually all previous works on this problem seem to have been carried out on rigid concrete structures [4] [5] .
Blast loading or, more general, transient pressure loading of undamaged plates has been studied extensively since World War II, and Nurick et al. [6] [7] have compiled reviews of both theoretical and experimental studies on this problem. In later years, the Finite Element Method (FEM) has also been used successfully [8] , which makes it possible to accurately describe material properties without simplifications, take non-ideal boundary conditions into account and include stiffeners [9] .
Recent advances in FEM also make it possible to investigate the Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) effects due to large deformations in the plated structure (see e.g. [10] and [11] ). Casadei and Potapov [12] published a review of various FSI algorithms for (Arbitrary) LagrangianEulerian analyses. Methods like these allow for analysis of confined explosions in arbitrary geometries such as train carriages inside tunnels [13] .
Regarding previous works on plates with holes or other forms of pre-damage, there exist some studies but most of these are not in a general context. Li et al. [14] have investigated the explosion resistance of a square plate with a hole used for venting of dust explosions in the process industry, but few details were given. Langdon et al. [15] have used plates with a hole as a blast mitigation technique, but the interest was not on the behaviour of the plate, but how it altered the blast wave. Schleyer et al. [16] have presented a study on square plates with a central square hole, and both a simplified analytical approach and Lagrangian FE simulations showed no significant reduction in resistance. The motivation for that study was to consider the effect of penetrations in plated deck structures found on offshore topsides and ship bulkheads so as to provide improved limit states assessment criteria to industry on the design of deck 3 structures under pressure loading. Veldman et al. [17] investigated the response of prepressurized plates subjected to blast loading. Their experiments showed that holes from riveted stringers acted as crack initiation locations, due to stress concentrations. They also discussed the possibility that pressure release through the holes results in smaller deflections.
Lightweight and flexible protective structures are increasingly important due to increased use in international operations where mobility is a key factor. In such operations, traditional stationary protective structures made of concrete or similar are of limited utility [18] . Other applications of protective structures, where weight is an important topic, are in design of vehicles, both light vehicles that have to be protected against landmines and improvised explosive devices (IEDs), and VIP vehicles where protection against hand grenades and bullet impacts is important. Mobile and temporary protective structures are important for protection of embassies, government and parliament buildings in limited periods of increased threat. As the use of lightweight ductile materials in protective structures increases, knowledge of the combined effect of pressure loading and fragment impact on these materials is needed. In addition to the relevance for ongoing research on the effect of combined blast and fragment loading, transient pressure loading of plates with holes is relevant for several other applications, such as deck plating on offshore platforms and bulkheads in ships [16] , aircraft design [19] and the use of perforated plates for blast wave mitigation [15] .
Because tests with cased HE charges induce several uncertainties and much complexity, it is desirable to limit the problem and do experiments in a controlled environment. In this paper, the motivation is to investigate the combined effect of pressure and fragment loading on steel plates. To simplify the approach, it is assumed that the fragments have already hit and perforated the target plate. These perforations are idealized as pre-manufactured holes of generalized shapes in thin, ductile Docol 600DL steel sheets, which are then subjected to controlled pressure pulses in the laboratory. The tests were carried out in a Pulse Pressure Loading Rig, and two different pressure levels were applied for each plate design. Neither the holes in the plate nor the loading generated should be viewed as representative of the case with cased HE charges, but rather as a simplified first approach to a hereto ignored problem, namely the structural response of a plate with holes subjected to pressure loading. Based on tensile tests at a range of strain rates, the parameters of the modified Johnson-Cook constitutive relation were identified.
Then, several sets of non-linear finite element simulations of the pressure loading process were conducted using the commercial non-linear finite element code LS-DYNA. First, a set of simulations were carried out in an attempt to reproduce the experimental results and thus to 4 validate the numerical model. A second set of simulations were used to separate the loading from the plate stiffness, and at last simulations utilizing the FSI capabilities of LS-DYNA were conducted to investigate the loading assumptions and their implications for the deflection of the plate.
Experimental setup

Material
The material used in these experiments is Docol 600DL, a cold-rolled, low-strength and highhardening steel produced by SSAB in Sweden. Its main use is in the automotive industry, and hence it is delivered in sheets with thickness ranging from 0.5 to 2.1 mm. Gruben et al. [20] have carried out an extensive experimental study on 2 mm thick sheets of Docol 600DL to determine the yield strength, strain hardening and fracture characteristics of the material under quasi-static loading conditions. They also provide material parameters for the strain hardening of the material and showed that the 2 mm thick sheet material is isotropic.
In the pressure loading experiments, sheets of 0.7 mm thickness were used, so additional tensile tests of the 0.7 mm sheet material were carried out in the 0°, 45° and 90° directions with respect to the rolling direction of the plate. Three tests were performed in each direction. These tests were instrumented with an extensometer and the results are thus only valid until diffuse necking. The true stress versus true plastic strain curves from the tension tests are shown in Figure 1 together with results from Gruben et al. [20] . It is seen that the 0.7 and 2 mm thick sheet materials have the same stress-strain behaviour. The differences between the stress-strain curves in the three loading directions are similar to the scatter between repeated tests in each of the directions, and, as a consequence, the material is here considered to be isotropic.
As moderate strain rates are expected in the experiments, the material was tested for strain rate sensitivity in a Split Hopkinson Tension Bar (SHTB). Because the material is only delivered in sheets that are thinner than the thread diameter of our SHTB, a special fixture is needed to connect the specimens with the bars. The specimen is first glued to the fixture, before the threads are milled. The assembly of specimen and fixtures is shown in Figure 2 . This experimental setup has been validated by Tarigopula et al. [21] . The 2 mm thick sheet material was tested at five different strain rates ranging from 197 curves at various strain rates are shown in Figure 3 . It is evident that the material is strain-rate sensitive. After the initial transient phase at low strains, the stress-strain curves at high strain rates exhibit additional strain hardening compared with the stress-strain curve at quasi-static strain rate.
The influence of thermal softening on the material has not been investigated in this study. With the expected strains and strain rates in the component tests, adiabatic heating of the material due to plastic dissipation is not expected to have any significant influence on the material behaviour as will be discussed further in Section 4.
Test rig
The transient pressure loading tests were carried out in the Pulse Pressure Loading Rig (PPLR) at the University of Liverpool. It is capable of producing a repeatable and uniform transient pressure loading over an exposed area of 500 500  mm 2 . The test specimen is fixed to the support plate with a clamping plate and 36 bolts. The operating sequence for plates with holes is indicated in Figure 4 . First, the chamber is sealed with a rigid plate covering a 500 mm diameter nozzle at one end and a thin film diaphragm covering a 500 mm diameter nozzle at the other. The rig is then pressurized to the desired pressure on each side of the support plate so that no net load is applied to the test plate. At firing, the diaphragm is melted along its circumference by a fuse wire and the air starts to evacuate through the nozzle. The pressure difference is created by the fact that the pressurized air evacuates much quicker through the nozzle than through the holes in the plate.
The side-on pressure is recorded by two pressure transducers at a frequency of 25 kHz, one on each side of the support plate. The location of the pressure transducers on the support plate is shown in Figure 5 , together with a test plate mounted with clamping frame and bolts.
As a first approximation, the load on the plate is simplified to be the pressure difference described by the pressure transducers. This simplification is justified by results from experimental tests where additional pressure transducers were used. The additional set of pressure transducers was located close to the centre of the plate, 80 mm away from the closest hole. Figure 6 shows the result from tests with 15, 25 and 50 psi pressures. It is evident that there is little variation between the pressure recorded on the test specimen and the pressure recorded at the original location on the support plate. 6 
Plates
Four different plate designs with pre-formed holes, as shown in Figure 7 , were tested. The geometries of the holes (i.e. square holes, diamond-shaped holes, circular holes and slits) were chosen to represent idealized holes in the plate made by perforating fragments. It was decided to distribute the holes across the plates so that the area of the holes varies while the minimum distance between the holes is constant and equal to 100 mm, as shown in Figure 7 .
The outer dimensions for each plate are 660 660  mm 2 , while the area exposed to the pressureload is 500 500  mm 2 minus the area of the holes. Each plate has a nominal thickness of 0.7 mm, so plastic membrane stretching is assumed to be the primary mode of deformation. The area of the holes and the area exposed to the pressure load for each plate are summarized in Table 1 . Each plate design is tested at two nominal gauge pressures: 172 kPa and 345 kPa, corresponding to 25 psi and 50 psi, respectively.
Experimental results
Pressure-time curves
Recorded pressure-time curves for each experiment are shown in Figure 8 . The pressure load varies considerably with the plate design. Both the maximum pressure and the duration (and consequently also the impulse defined as the integral of the load with respect to time) increase with decreasing hole area, as expected due to the confinement of the test rig. Measured maximum pressure, duration and impulse from each test are given in Table 2 . The impulse to the plate is increased by a factor of more than five when the pre-formed holes in the plate are changed from squares to slits. Unfortunately, the pressure recording for the plate test with slits at 25 psi nominal pressure did not record properly, and is therefore not presented. It should be noted that with the geometrical limitations of the experimental setup, the differences between the pressure-time curves for the various plate designs are more pronounced than the differences in reflected pressure would have been for the same plates in a free-field explosion.
Deflections
The permanent midpoint deflections of the tested plates are summarized in Table 3 and Figure   9 as a function of the area of the holes. An interesting observation is that no monotonic relation exists between the measured permanent deflection and the area of the holes. However, the 7 general trend is that the final deflection increases as the area of the holes decreases. This can be attributed to the increase in pressure and impulse with decreasing hole area. The increased pressure also acts on a larger surface as the area of the holes decreases, which further amplifies the load transmitted to the plate. Thus, the decrease in stiffness associated with the increasing area of the holes is more than compensated for by the decrease in the load.
The increase in the permanent midpoint deflection of the plate when going from a square hole to a slit is only a fraction of the corresponding increase in transferred impulse (see Table 2 and Table 3 ). This suggests that the load cannot be classified as impulsive loading and, consequently, the complete pressure-time history is needed for each situation.
Another observation is that the plates with circular holes do not fit this pattern, indicating that not only the size of the holes influences the stiffness, but also the shape of the holes. The results
show the complex effect that discontinuities have on the deflection of the plates. Deformed shapes of the various plates after the 25 psi series of loading are shown in Figure 10 . Visual inspection of the plates identified plastic hinges at the edges, but no plastic hinges within the plates, except for a few centimetres towards the corners. Thus, the primary load bearing mode of the plates is membrane stretching. Because both the plate stiffness and the load level vary, it is difficult to make strict conclusions from the experiments alone, but they can be used to validate numerical methods which in turn can be used for further studies. Deflection profiles along several sections of the plates were also measured after each test. The measured displacement fields will be discussed and compared against the numerical results in the next section.
Numerical simulations
Several sets of numerical simulations of the pressure-loaded plates have been performed in this study. Firstly, numerical simulations of the experimental tests using a Lagrangian solver were conducted to validate the numerical model. Secondly, a parametric study was carried out to investigate how the pre-formed holes altered the response of the plate. Finally, fully coupled Lagrangian-Eulerian simulations were performed to investigate if it can be justified to neglect fluid-structure interaction effects. Quarter-symmetric boundary conditions were utilized in all simulations to save computational time. 
Constitutive relation
All simulations were run in LS-DYNA version 971 [22] [23]. The plates were modelled using under-integrated Belytschko-Tsay shell elements and the material was described using the modified Johnson-Cook constitutive relation [24] . The von Mises equivalent stress  in the modified Johnson-Cook constitutive relation, including the extended Voce hardening rule, is expressed as
where  is the equivalent plastic strain,  is the equivalent plastic strain rate and 0  is a userdefined reference strain rate. The constant A determines the initial yield strength of the material, whereas 
where  is the material density, p C is the specific heat and  is the Taylor-Quinney coefficient that represents the proportion of plastic work converted into heat.
The yield strength and strain hardening parameters presented in Table 4 are taken from Gruben et al. [20] . Owing to the increased strain hardening of the material at high strain rates, the modified Johnson-Cook constitutive relation is not capable of accurately capturing the rate sensitivity at different levels of plastic strain. Figure 11 shows the flow stress as a function of the logarithmic strain rate for three different levels of plastic strain. It is seen that different values of c are needed to fit the experimental data when the plastic strain increases, while the reference strain rate 0  is constant and equal to 33 1 s  . Note that the result from the test at strain rate 879 s -1 is not included in Figure 11 due to uncertainties in the measurements (see Figure   3 ). 9 Since the plastic strains in the pressure-loaded plates are rather small and the strain rates below the conditions for adiabatic heating, thermal softening is not assumed to influence the behaviour of the material. The simulations confirmed that the maximum equivalent plastic strain was about 3 % and that the maximum strain rate was 10 1 s  . A sensitivity study showed that the predicted response was affected neither by the moderate rate sensitivity of the material nor by thermal softening. Accordingly, the parameters c and m are henceforth set to their default values 0 and 1, respectively, which implies that rate sensitivity is neglected and a linear decrease of the flow stress with increasing temperature is assumed in the simulations.
Lagrangian simulations
The finite element mesh used for the plates with square holes is shown in Figure 12 . Visual inspection of the plates after the tests showed that there was severe straining around the bolts.
This was not surprising considering that the plates were very thin and thus have to carry the load through membrane forces. Because of this it was found important to model the boundary conditions with a sufficient degree of accuracy to capture this straining. Preliminary simulations showed that it was necessary to include the bolts in the finite element model, and they were modelled with analytical rigid walls in LS-DYNA. Initial stresses that could arise in the vicinity of the holes from the cutting process are neglected in this study. A sensitivity study on the influence of the mesh density was also carried out, and the details of this study are shown in Table 5 . Element sizes between 16×16 mm 2 and 2×2 mm 2 were used. The results showed that the mesh-size sensitivity of the problem is minor, and that a mesh size of 4×4 mm 2 seems to be sufficient to obtain a converged solution. In the simulations, the recorded pressure-time curves from the experiments were applied to the respective plate designs. As seen from Table 6 and To have a better basis of comparison, the tested plates were also profiled manually by using a grid aligned with the bolt holes, and then the measured displacement fields were compared to those obtained in the numerical simulations. This way it was possible to check to what extent the overall deformation pattern was correctly predicted, not only the midpoint deflection. Figure   14 to Figure 17 show some of the measured experimental profiles compared with corresponding profiles from the numerical simulations. Because the problem is assumed quarter-symmetric and this symmetry was used in the finite element model, the average values from the 10 experimental profiles are plotted. In addition, the minimum and maximum measurements for each quarter-symmetric point are plotted as error bars. Figure 14 shows that the numerical simulations are capable of reproducing the experimental deflections for plates with square holes in a satisfactory manner, except in the vicinity of the holes. Close to the holes the simulations do not capture the experimental deflections in either shape or size. This is illustrated in Figure   15 , which shows that none of the simulations are capable of capturing accurately the bulging pattern observed along the lines shown in the figure.
The same observations are made for the plates with diamond-shaped holes, as shown in Figure   16 and 17. The profiles away from the holes match the experimental results quite accurately.
Close to the holes the deviations between experimental and numerical results are much larger.
Profiles are only shown for the plates with square and diamond-shaped holes, because these are the plate designs where the midpoint deflections were reproduced for both the 25 psi and 50 psi tests. Mesh refinements from a characteristic element length of 8 mm to 2 mm did not give any better results. The reason for the discrepancies is assumed to be that the local loading close to the holes in the plates is not properly described with the simplified approach used in this section.
The loading will be further examined in Section 4.3.
Finally, the predicted deformed shapes close to the holes of the various plates are plotted in Figure 18 . The fringes represent the equivalent plastic strain field. Even though the deflections of the various plates are in the order of 20 times the plate thickness, the plastic strains are small.
The fringe levels in Figure 18 have a maximum of 3% plastic strain, and it is seen that this level is only exceeded locally. The plastic hinges at the edges are well reproduced in the simulations, while the plastic hinges towards the corners of the plates, as indicated in Figure 10 , are not captured in the numerical analyses. The comparison of the plastic strains in the different plate designs reveals that there is a band of plastic strain in the minimum cross-section between the holes. The width of the band and the magnitude of plastic strain within it are similar for the different plates. However, the location and size of the area with maximum plastic strain depend markedly on the plate design.
To study how the holes alter the stiffness of the plates, two additional series of numerical simulations were performed. In these simulations, the same pressure-time history was applied to all plate designs. The pressure-time histories from the 25 psi square holes test and the 50 psi diamond-shaped holes test were adopted in the simulations. In the first series of simulations, the pressure was applied to the entire exposed area of each plate design, which implies that even 11 though the pressure-time history was the same for all plates, the total load transmitted to the plate still varied with the area of the holes. In the second series of simulation, the pressure was applied to an area of the plate which corresponds to the exposed area of the plate with square holes, and thus only the stiffness of the plate varied between the different simulations. Figure   19 shows the results from the first series of simulations in terms of permanent deflection as a function of the area of the holes. It is seen that when equal pressure-time histories are applied to the different plate designs, the permanent midpoint deflection is approximately constant. It is concluded that the reduction in stiffness due to the holes is compensated by the reduced area to which the load is applied. The results from the second series of simulations are presented in Figure 20 . From this plot it is clear that when the same pressure-time history is applied to an equal area for all the plate designs, the intuitive result that the permanent deflection increases when the area of the holes increases is obtained.
These simulations emphasize that the effect of introducing holes in a plate exposed to transient pressure loading is dependent on the loading conditions. If the load is confined, as in these experiments, the effect is that the displacement decreases with increasing hole size, because of the less constrained flow through the holes. In a free-field explosion, where the overpressure is free to flow around the structure, the holes will probably reduce the load to a less extent and the trend will be more like the results in Figure 19 .
Fluid Structure Interaction simulations
To investigate the spatial variation of the pressure loading, the FSI capabilities of LS-DYNA were utilized. A simplified numerical model of the test rig with a plate with square holes is shown in Figure 21 . Quarter-symmetry boundary conditions are used. The test rig is modelled as a rectangular box with a length of 1 m, i.e. the same length as the actual test rig. The depth and width are 0.37 m, such that the total volume is equal to the volume of the actual test rig.
The walls of the rig are modelled as fixed boundary conditions, except for the nozzle outlet where the air is allowed to flow out of the model and into an ambient domain with initial atmospheric pressure. In the experiments, the nominal diameter of the outlet is 0.5 m, but the fuse wire that melts the diaphragm covering the outlet is not in direct contact with the steel boundary. This is done to avoid short-circuiting of the current, and reduces the effective diameter of the nozzle output. The outlet diameter is thus modelled as 0.46 m in the FSI simulations.
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The plate is still modelled with shell elements using reduced integration and hourglass control, while the pressurized air is modelled with 10 
Equation (3) gives the pressure P of a perfect gas as a function of the heat capacity ratio  , the current density  , the reference density 0  and the initial internal energy per unit reference volume E . The values for air at 0 and 25 psi gauge pressure are given in Table 7 [25]. The fluid-structure interaction (FSI) between the rigid plate and the air is modelled using a penalty First, the pressure-time histories are calculated from an analysis in the same way as in the experiments, i.e. the side-on pressure of the air is recorded at the locations of the pressure transducers in the experiments, and the pressure load is taken as the difference in pressure between these two points on each side of the plate. These pressure-time histories from the FSI simulations are compared with the experimentally obtained histories in Figure 23 , where it is seen that the simulated pressure-time histories have a peak value that is around 10% lower than the experimental value. Apart from that the predicted and experimental curves are in good agreement, and the trend of higher pressure as a function of smaller hole is predicted.
Second, the actual load transmitted to the plate by the penalty contact is calculated, both for the complete plate and for the band of elements that are closest to the hole (i.e. the band of green elements indicated in Figure 21 ). These two curves are plotted in Figure 24 together with the predicted pressure difference curves. It is seen that the pressure difference is a very good 13 approximation for the average pressure on the plate, as the two curves are virtually on top of each other. However, it is also evident that the pressure load on the elements closest to the hole is about 50 % higher than the average pressure load on the plate. This numerical result offers a possible explanation for the discrepancies in deflection profile presented in Figure 15 and Figure 17 ; namely that there seems to be an FSI effect which increases the pressure load in the proximity of the holes. This effect could explain the increased local deflection around the holes in the plates.
At last, plates with holes of the same area are simulated. The plate with square holes is used as a reference, and the plates with circular and diamond holes are modified with larger holes such that the area of the holes are now equal. The fluid mesh is the same as in the previous simulations, and the initial gauge pressure is 25 psi. The results are summarized in Table 8 where it is seen that the maximum of the average load on the plate is more or less equal, since the area of the holes are now the same. The permanent midpoint deflections from the FSI simulations corroborate the observation from experiments that the shape of the hole is important. The plate with circular holes has no significant increase in permanent midpoint deflection compared to the plate with square holes, while the plate with diamond holes has a significant increase in permanent midpoint deflection compared with the two other plates. To demonstrate the influence of local FSI effects such as a spatial variation of the pressure load, a set of Lagrangian simulations of the plates with holes of the same area was carried out. The predicted average pressure on the plate from the FSI simulations are used as load curves in the Lagrangian simulations, implying that any difference between the two sets of simulations is due to spatial variation of the pressure load. The permanent midpoint deflections from the Lagrangian simulations are shown together with the FSI results in Table 8 . The difference in permanent midpoint deflection is not considerable, but a comparison of the deflection profiles show that the local effects are more prominent. In Figure 25 the permanent deflection profiles for the plate with square holes along the directed lines used in Figures 14 and 15 are shown for both the FSI and the Lagrangian simulations. Here it is seen that the difference between the two cases are most prominent around the holes, which is not surprising given the significant increase in pressure around the hole demonstrated in Figure 24 . 14 
Discussion and conclusions
The experiments and numerical simulations presented above show that modest alterations to the geometry of a pressure-loaded structure in the form of holes do not seem to degrade the structural resistance when the impulse is sufficiently low not to cause the plate to fail, at least not for very ductile materials like the one used in this study. The decrease in stiffness caused by the pre-formed holes is compensated by a reduced load area and hence pressure load. The experimental results also show that even though the plates were markedly deformed in some of the tests, there was no sign of failure between the holes. However, the damage introduced to a plate by fragment perforation will leave behind holes with rougher edges and sharper cracks than the pre-formed holes applied in this study.
As also observed both in the experiments and numerical simulations, the smallest deflection was found for the plates with circular holes independent of pressure loading. Thus, it is not only the size of the holes that is important, but also the shape. The shape of the holes would be even more important if the plates were loaded to fracture, because crack initiation is highly dependent on the stress state, which varies with the shape of the hole [26] .
The comparison of deflection profiles from experiments and numerical simulations discloses the important effect of simplifying the transient pressure load as uniform over the exposed area of the pre-damaged plates, namely that the simulations under-estimate the deflections in the vicinity of the holes. It stands to reason that the fluid flow through the holes alters the loading in their neighbourhood. Wadley et al. [27] have shown that FSI effects due to local deformations only show up in the numerical analyses when the load is properly described. They also concluded that on a global scale, the FSI effects are not so important, but they are needed to describe the behaviour at the local scale. Even though the results from Wadley et al. [27] are from a different problem, they support the explanation that the discrepancies between the predicted and experimentally-obtained plate deflections in the area close to the holes are the result of a spatial variation of the pressure load.
The FSI simulations performed in this study also supports this explanation. The simulations show that the side-on pressure difference between the two chambers is a good approximation of the average pressure on the exposed area. However, the FSI simulations also show that there is a region of higher pressure in the vicinity of the holes, and the deflection profile from the FSI simulation is different than the profile obtained from the Lagrangian simulation with uniform 15 pressure load. The Lagrangian simulations with the simplified load description are capable of reproducing the global deflection pattern, but fail to capture the increased deflection around the holes due to the FSI effect. The FSI simulations also show that the region of higher pressure is confined to a narrow band around the holes, which explains why the higher pressure is not evident in the experimental results shown in Figure 6 .
From the Lagrangian simulations in which the applied pressure-time history is the same for all tests, it is seen that the maximum deflection is more or less the same for all plate designs. As this probably is the loading condition closest to a free-field explosion, where the blast wave can escape around the structure and thus the mitigation effect of holes in the plate is reduced, the generality of this observation should be examined in further work. In this study, the holes were designed with different areas so that the minimum distance between the holes was equal. FSI simulations of plates with holes of equal area, such that the applied pressure and loaded area are approximately equal for the different plate designs, show the importance of the shape of the hole.
It should finally be noted that for these results to be valid for a combined blast and fragment loading case, the stand-off distance must be large enough for the fragments to reach the plate before the blast wave, and that the fragments must perforate the structure. If the fragments do not perforate the plate or the blast wave reaches the plate before or simultaneously as the fragments, the total load will be equal to the sum of the contributions from the blast wave and the fragment impact [28] . The diaphragm is melted along its circumference, and the nozzle outlet is open so that 12 PP  . III: A net load is created on the test specimen because the pressurized air evacuates quicker through the nozzle outlet than through the holes in the test specimen. 
